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Goose is more interested in skating, sledding, and making snow angels than in helping Duck decorate their big Christmas tree. On
board pages.
Four hilarious mini books based on the characters of the show: Sarah, Duck, Scarf Lady and Bag and Flamingo and John. And if
you turn the four books over they double up as a simple puzzle!
At long last, the companion cookbook to the hit YouTube cooking show—including recipes for 120 simple, delicious ItalianAmerican classics. When Laura Vitale moved from Naples to the United States at age twelve, she cured her homesickness by
cooking up endless pots of her nonna’s sauce. She went on to work in her father’s pizzeria, but when his restaurant suddenly
closed, she knew she had to find her way back into the kitchen. Together with her husband, she launched her Internet cooking
show, Laura in the Kitchen, where her enthusiasm, charm, and irresistible recipes have won her millions of fans. In her debut
cookbook, Laura focuses on simple recipes that anyone can achieve—whether they have just a little time to spend in the kitchen or
want to create an impressive feast. Here are 110 all-new recipes for quick-fix suppers, such as Tortellini with Pink Parmesan
Sauce and One-Pan Chicken with Potatoes, Wine, and Olives; leisurely entrées, including Spinach and Artichoke-Stuffed Shells
and Pot Roast alla Pizzaiola; and 10 fan favorites, like Cheesy Garlic Bread and No-Bake Nutella Cheesecake. Laura tests her
recipes dozens of times to perfect them so the results are always spectacular. With clear instructions and more than 100 color
photographs, Laura in the Kitchen is the perfect guide for anyone looking to get comfortable at the stove and have fun cooking.
When Duck has a gift for Goose, he puts in a box that he painted with red, blue, and yellow stripes.
Duck and Goose return in their third board book appearance! All the lovable characters from Duck & Goose and Duck, Duck,
Goose return, this time to teach little ones about feelings. The simple text and colourful illustrations will help children to identify
familiar feelings like happy, sad, scared and proud. A simple and reassuring introduction to an important concept.
Kids are learning to read with Rocket! Tad Hills the #1 New York Times bestselling author is back with another Level 1 Step into
Reading story about the beloved dog Rocket, this time about overcoming fear and being brave. Rocket, the star of the New York
Times bestselling picture books How Rocket Learned to Read and Rocket Writes a Story, returns in an all-new Step 1 Step into
Reading leveled reader. Rocket is happily chasing a butterfly through the meadow when she disappears into the woods. As much
as Rocket wants to follow the butterfly, the woods look dark and scary. Can Rocket overcome his fear? With predictable patterns,
simple words, lots of repetition, and bright, colorful illustrations, young readers will love this new Rocket book, which they can read
all by themselves! Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help
children decode the story. Perfect for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading.
Duck and Goose are wondering if this is an egg?
Mr. and Mrs. Mallard proudly return to their home in the Boston Public Garden with their eight offspring.
Carve out family time for this Halloween read starring New York Times bestselling feathered friends Duck & Goose as they go trickor-treating! Duck is going as a spooky ghost. Goose is going as a brave superhero. And Thistle’s costume . . . well, that's a secret.
But what will Duck and Goose do when they hear a very scary swamp monster is looking for them? Praise for the Duck & Goose
series: “Duck and Goose have taken their places alongside Frog and Toad and George and Martha as fine examples of
friendship, curiosity and problem-solving.” —Kirkus Reviews “Charming, funny, simple, and surprising. . . . Hills is master of the
light comic touch.” —The Boston Globe
Mimi is on a field trip to a farm. There are so many animals. Young readers will help Mimi discover patterns as she encounters all
the animals on the farm.
"Duck and Goose have fun dancing together as friends"-Melody faces her fears to follow her passion in this stunning sequel to the acclaimed, New York Times bestselling middle grade
novel Out of My Mind. Melody, the huge-hearted heroine of Out of My Mind, is a year older, and a year braver. And now with her
Medi-talker, she feels nothing’s out of her reach, not even summer camp. There have to be camps for differently-abled kids like
her, and she’s going to sleuth one out. A place where she can trek through a forest, fly on a zip line, and even ride on a horse! A
place where maybe she really can finally make a real friend, make her own decisions, and even do things on her own—the dream!
By the light of flickering campfires and the power of thunderstorms, through the terror of unexpected creatures in cabins and the
first sparkle of a crush, Melody’s about to discover how brave and strong she really is.
A lush, illustrated cookbook devoted to preparing and cooking ducks and geese, both domestic and wild, from the author of the
award-winning blog Hunter Angler Gardener Cook. Duck is having a renaissance in American restaurants and kitchens as cooks
discover that diverse breeds, species, and cuts of meat offer an exciting range of flavors and textures. Many cooks—and even
hunters—have a fear of cooking fowl.Duck, Duck, Goose shows you how to cook duck and goose like a pro: perfectly crisp skin
crackling with each bite, succulent confit, impeccable prosciutto, and more. Hank Shaw, an award-winning food writer, hunter, and
cook on the forefront of the marsh-to-table revolution, provides all you need to know about obtaining, cleaning, and cooking these
flavorful birds. Duck, Duck, Goose includes detailed guides on species and breeds, selecting a duck in the market, and plucking
and hanging a wild bird. Shaw’s delicious and doable recipes include basics such asGrilled Duck Breast and Slow-Roasted Duck;
international favorites like Duck Pho, Sichuan Fragrant Duck, Mexican Duck with Green Mole, and Cassoulet;and celebrationworthy fare such as Perfect Roast Goose. It also features an array of duck and goose confit and charcuterie, from fresh sausages
to dry-cured salami. The most comprehensive guide to preparing and cooking both domestic and wild ducks and geese, Duck,
Duck, Goose will be a treasured companion for anyone who wants to free themselves from the tyranny of chicken and enjoy
perfectly cooked waterfowl.
While postpartum depression has become a recognizable condition, this is the first book to treat root causes of mommy brain,
baby blues, and other symptoms that leave mothers feeling exhausted. Any woman who has read What to Expect When You're
Expecting needs a copy of The Postnatal Depletion Cure. Filled with trustworthy advice, protocols for successful recovery, and
written by a compassionate expert in women's health, this book is a guide to help any mother restore her energy, replenish her
body, and reclaim her sense of self. Most mothers have experienced pain, forgetfulness, indecision, low energy levels, moodiness,
or some form of baby brain. And it's no wonder: The process of growing a baby depletes a mother's body in substantial ways--on
average, a mother's brain shrinks 5% during pregnancy, and the placenta saps her of essential nutrients that she needs to be
healthy and contented. But with postnatal care ending after 6 weeks, most women never learn how to rebuild their strength and
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care for their bodies after childbirth. As a result, they can suffer from the effects of depletion for many years, without knowing
what's wrong as well as getting the support and treatments that they need.
Duck duck ... moose? A hilarious and heart-warming story about finding friends in unexpected places.
Duck and Goose help toddlers learn about their feelings in this book that's perfect for reading 1, 2, 3 times per year and more!
Duck and Goose are back in their third book appearance. All the favorite characters, including Bluebird and Thistle, return—this
time to help toddlers learn about their feelings. Following on the heels of the hugely successful What’s Up, Duck? and Duck &
Goose 1,2,3, this charming board book uses simple text and colorful illustrations to help preschoolers identify familiar feelings like
happy, sad, scared, and proud.
Learn to read with this New York Times-bestselling picture book, starring an irresistible dog named Rocket and his teacher, a little yellow bird.
Follow along as Rocket masters the alphabet, sounds out words, and finally . . . learns to read all on his own! With a story that makes reading
fun—and will even help listeners learn to read—this book is ideal for kindergarten classrooms and story hour or as a gift for that beginning
reader. Fresh, charming art by Tad Hills, the New York Times bestselling author/illustrator of Duck & Goose, will make this a favorite. And
don't miss the instant #1 New York Times Bestseller, Rocket Writes a Story.
Elmo, Abby, and their friend Julia, who has autism, have a delightful playdate together.
Step into the garden and learn your ABC's, now with a smaller trim and sturdy board book pages for the littlest learners! From asters and
daisies to roses and sunflowers, An ABC of Flowers is a colorful feast for the eyes that will have little hands eager to grab. Filled with
gorgeous photo illustrations, bold colors, and clever line art featuring a miniature-sized girl named Amelie, toddlers will laugh and be
mezmerized by the book's vibrant pages. Perfect for the youngest readers learning their ABC's!
Duck, duck, goose . . . A coyote's on the loose! Goose, goose, pig . . . And he's really, really big! Follow a gang of wacky farm animals as
they run from a...well, they aren't quite sure what it is, but it be a coyote. Karen Beaumont's cumulative verse and Jose Aruego and Ariane
Dewey's brilliant illustrations will have readers laughing all the way to the surprise ending.
"Perfect for reading aloud, this counting book not only contains bright bold illustrations but also has lots of . . . sound effects that children will
love to replicate." -- BOOKLIST Down by the marsh, by the sleepy, slimy marsh, one duck gets stuck in the muck . . . Can two fish, tails going
swish, help? What about three moose, munching on spruce? Bright, spirited illustrations by Jane Chapman enhance this one-of-a-kind
counting tale by Phyllis Root - a feast of sounds and numbers that will have listeners scrambling to join in the slippy, sloppy fun.
Duck and Goose find an egg. “Who does it belong to?” they ask. Duck says it is his because he saw it first. Goose says it is his because he
touched it first. Little by little they agree that the most important thing is to look after the egg and decide to share it. But their parenting skills
come to an abrupt end when a little bird tells them that their egg is really a ball. Delightfully funny story with rich paintings and strong main
characters, which firmly establishes the positive aspects of learning to share.
Duck and Goose, where is your pumpkin? Is it in the log? Is it under the leaves? Is it in the apple tree? Preschoolers will surely enjoy going
on a pumpkin hunt with Duck and Goose . . . especially when they find the perfect pumpkin at the end!
Rocket and his friend Bella plan to spend the day outside, but their perfect day is nearly ruined by the rain.

The second of six books in Arabella Buckley's Eyes and No Eyes series. This book covers animals, insects, and plant life found in
and around ponds and rivers. Subjects include frogs, kingfishers, water bugs, dragonflies, and many more. Intended for early
readers, the book uses simple language in each lesson. First published in 1901, this edition is derived from the original book with 8
color illustrations and numerous black and white illustrations by A. Fairfax Muckley. As always, this edition is complete and
unabridged.
Duck and Goose return in their second board book appearance! All the lovable characters from Duck & Goose and Duck, Duck,
Goose return, this time to introduce basic counting concepts. One goose. Two ducks. Three friends. As the characters illustrate
numbers from 1 to 10, children will love following the simple text and colourful illustrations. A fun-filled introduction to an important
concept.
Rocket loves books and he wants to make his own, but he can't think of a story. Encouraged by the little yellow bird to look closely
at the world around him for inspiration, Rocket sets out on a journey. Along the way he discovers small details that he has never
noticed before, a timid baby owl who becomes his friend, and an idea for a story. This irresistible sequel to the New York Times
bestseller How Rocket Learned to Read—complete with audio narration—is sure to appeal to kids, parents, teachers, and librarians.
This ebook includes Read & Listen audio narration.
A quacktastic Easter read! The stars of the bestselling Duck & Goose and Duck, Duck, Goose return in this board book for
preschoolers, this time, to introduce basic opposites. In this ALA-ALSC Notable Children's Book, Goose carries an oh-so-heavy
log, while duck easily balances a light-as-a-feather feather. Thistle is one fast bird, but Goose is slooo-w. And when Duck is sound
asleep, Goose is wide awake. With a simple text and colorful illustrations–plus the inimitable characters, of course–here’s a
wonderful, and humorous, introduction to an important concept.
Celebrate the two-year-olds in your life with this perfect second-birthday gift! You're one plus one, and that makes two! In this lively
and fun-filled board book celebrating the number two, toddlers and their favorite grown-ups will enjoy finding all the ways in which
number two is special: two eyes to see, two ears to hear, two arms for cuddling, and two thumbs up for turning TWO! Children will
love having their special age celebrated in such a personal way, and parents will appreciate the easy introduction to counting and
super-simple math as their toddler gets comfortable with the idea of two as a number. It's a perfect gift for second birthdays and
holidays--or anytime your two-year-old is celebrated! And look for the companion book, You're One!, for all the one-year-olds in
your life!
A seasonal romp through the alphabet features a cast of adorable animal characters who gather honey in the springtime, build
cozy campfires in the fall and share other indoor and outdoor activities that correspond with their letters.
A follow-up to the best-selling Duck & Goose and Duck, Duck, Goose finds Duck and Goose's friendship tested by Goose's
reluctance to participate in Duck's adventure at the beach.
Duck and Goose face a challenge to their friendship when an enthusiastic young duck moves into their neighborhood who wants
to play--and win--all sorts of games.
Duck and Goose attempt to find a hiding place where they can wait for the Easter Bunny without being seen. Full color.
This bright, bold rhyming story from the creator of Hugless Douglas is a wonderfully funny introduction to numbers and counting for the very
young and great to read aloud. Count from one to ten with the adorable Splosh and his hilarious fluffy duck friends as they waddle, quack and
flap along the diving board. Will they be brave enough to dive into the paddling pool? Don't miss Colour with Splosh! - the second book in this
popular series and a brilliant introduction to colours. Praise for Hugless Douglas: 'A new Hugless Douglas book is always a cause for
celebration.' Daily Mail
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PRESCHOOLERS WILL CHEER the return of Duck and Goose! All the favorite characters, including Bluebird and Thistle, return—this time to
introduce basic counting concepts. One goose. Two ducks. Three friends. As the characters illustrate from numbers 1 to 10, children will love
to follow along with the simple text and all-new original art. Easter egg-colored art makes this the perfect Easter gift for young children
everywhere!
Help Goose find what he needs in this book about love
Duck and Goose are looking for the perfect pumpkin. Is it in the log? Is it under the leaves? Is it in the apple tree? Young children will love
going on a pumpkin hunt with Duck and Goose.
Learn your colors this Easter with the New York Times bestselling odd couple Duck and Goose! These humorous and expressive characters
make learning the colors easy and fun. From New York Times bestselling author and illustrator Tad Hills comes another concept book
starring our favorite feathered friends. Duck and Goose introduce basic colors in this sturdy board book, perfect for toddlers and
preschoolers. Praise for the Duck & Goose series: “Duck and Goose have taken their places alongside Frog and Toad and George and
Martha as fine examples of friendship, curiosity and problem-solving.”—Kirkus Reviews “Charming, funny, simple, and surprising. . . . Hills is
master of the light comic touch.”—The Boston Globe
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